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Get a sneak peek on upcoming promo and get 10% off your first order! Straight line sales: Master the art of persuasion, influence, and successThe contested one today for a number of reasons and an interesting character for those involved in the Crypto community. Who's Jordan Belfort? Better known by his nickname
of course - The Wolf of Wall Street. Given that the title is back the next day with the antics of the famous financial district of New York.Now it will be familiar with the film, Lenardo DiCaprio playing the lead role and what a pleasant romp it was. The film is based on Belfort's book of the same name and was made with his
input, as well as plenty of creative licenses as well. And directed by Martin Scorsese is no less. The Way of the Wolf is his newer offering and not centered around his life, but more of his work in sales training. During his time he developed a specific approach to persuasion and negotiation, providing training and
speeches around the world, outlining the Straight Line system, and made the book in the form of all of us with access. In addition to reading the book, I also listened to the audio version. Often a good idea for everyone, but especially here, as you can hear the way things say, which can be useful. Many times, if the
author reads the book themselves, they ad-lib the sound that can be cool (as well as being a convenient medium for consumption). Jordan doesn't get out of the text, but it's worth mentioning. It is worth mentioning that the author's voice can actually be GBH for his ears. I'll let you judge that ;). I recently read Never Split
The Difference with Chris Voss (coming to future BookBabble ;)) and since it's a similar area, it's brought this to the forefront. There may be some parallels drawn, and some differences - one being corporate, the other fbi hostage trial. It's the same, but it's different. Ultimately, it is about taking the best bit and putting
them to work for you. I first met him via YouTube in Belfort. I didn't know what he was doing these days. The videos I watched had him giving training to a company in London and they were extremely inspiring. There was an energy and directness that didn't bother me. Since then, I've watched more, and I'm the scales.
There's plenty of that kind of character, but at the same time he's coming off as a bit snakey. He also knows very well that he's using techniques he's talking about. There's no secret in that, he'll tell you himself, but sometimes he seems a little deceptied. He's a tough talker from New Yorkan and you can imagine him
yelling at you in a taxi in midtown Manhattan.He also has a few things to say about Bitcoin. I'm going to ;) I'll be back. The elephant in the roomIt is he's good at what he does. He was unscrupulous in the past and paid the price. He's playing it straight these days and strongly warns against going the wrong way. You
could argue that he still lives very well in it all and uses the story in his favor. That would be true. But we're not here to judge. Let's look at the game rather than the player, and extracting the wisdom of different folk. To what you did on Wall Street, it shows you can sell... although illegally at the time. And building on top
and using the advantage is admirable quality. Out of the way, forward... What should be the way of the wolf?? Classic quotes from the book along with my additional thoughts... You either sell it or you fail. All the sales. Or certainly this aspect to all interactions. Obviously in the business world, but in every aspect of life
you are selling and idea, concept and persuading someone to do something, directly or indirectly. And if you fail, you can't live a prosperous life. It also means they'll probably sell it so other people get what they want and then stay with what's left. Don't you guys get it? ALL SALES ARE THE SAME! That's what he said to
the Strattonites at a sales meeting, which spawned the Straight Line system, and how he thought about and taught sales from then on. Strattonites was the gentle (self)nicknamed by employees of his Stratton Oakmont brokerage firm. The point here is that despite all the supposed differences between people and
circumstances, each sale to the environment (and most situations) is the same. They're following a pattern. And certain principles applied would lead to certain results. It's a simple cause and a cause. Knowledge of human behavior and the application of knowledge would lead to a certain path, with a slight deviation. The
Straight Line system itself, essentially moves the view along a straight line point (start of conversation) to the promised land (so the sale) with minimal fuss. A perfect sale would go smoothly along that line. Also, on this line you can let out those who are untrained and do not waste your time. Of course, most sales aren't
that easy, so there are limits that you can go up to, which are intelligence and rapport building. However, do not go outside these boundaries, otherwise you have already lost control of the sale. Rapport building doesn't spend hours talking crap to someone's delight at the fact that they both, like tabby cats, can be much
more snappier, and it's not necessary to spiral out too far. If this doesn't go any further, bring him back on the line politely and skillfully. Then there's the loop - it can be if you ask for the sale, get a no, and loop back to an earlier point in a row and make another run at them. I don't want to. too far away from the nuts and
bolts of it all, but it's all online and of course in the book!wealth and success. I highlighted these 3 words simply because of the fact that influence is essential to achieve them! A lot of people stay away from him, but that's the difference. We don't want to be salesy, but you can go too far the other way and not promote
ourselves/business/idea enough. Everyone prefers to avoid these situations, but they exist, and they all participate in them, whether you like it or not. At least we can prepare or charge our game a little.lack of certainty. Certainty is ultimately what sales are all about. You, the salesperson, are sure of your offer and
transfer it to the prospect to sign on the dotted line. Certainty, clarity, trust, courage and conviction are the 5C that speak for themselves. In addition, there are 3 things that you need to display immediately in an interaction or done. To you: Sharp as a tackEnthusiastic as hellAnd an expert in the field (also said as a figure
of authority) I'm not going to dig too deep here as this article will be a little long, but I think they can speak for themselves and can be extended through research. When you talk, it's controlled. He's very strong. Your words make sense behind them; and the meaning is to create a great certainty in the mind of your
prospect as you move him down the straight line, from open to end. I pointed at the arrows again. That's why all the arrows are compact, tight, and right on the line – and they all point straight towards the strait. Jordan continues his first straight talk for the Strattonits. The meaning of words, the effect of tonity, the creation
and transfer of certainty, and keeping it all tight and concise.leave behind the insults of the past and check their emotional baggage at the doorMint, forget everything that happened before. It's irrelevant. Stay in the moment, that's what's important, bearing in mind future successes. Leave all your luggage and garbage at
the door. In order to advance the prospect should have a high level of certainty back to certainty, as it is important in the context of this book and in general. The prospect needs a high level of certainty to act, and it's your job to make that happen. By the way, it's not about getting them to buy something they don't need,
but helping them get certain buying something they need, or at least improving their lives in some way. You don't want to just make their money and make them feel sorry for their purchase or even upset. You want to get in touch with you at a later date and thank you for persuading them!bottled enthusiasmIt's a nice little
expression Jordan uses for enthusiasm. When we're enthusiastic, it's not about Like a madman, it's a little bewildered and people usually don't like it. Enthusiasm is contagious, but too much is annoying, and it can come as false. Bottled enthusiasm means steaming beneath the surface. It doesn't show too much, but
there's something bubbling that can go out at any time (in a good way). Quiet excitement. It's similar to those who give intimate ecstasy. People show too much heroism, they're not really confident as they try to prove something to themselves and those around them. But we've all met the people we just have. It's
completely cooled, but it's theirs, and everyone knows it. Does the idea make sense? Do you like the idea? It's a Belfort term when it comes to the end of the sale. It's asking about the prospect if overall it sounds good forgetting the cost (or other factors) right now. They say a nice cheerful, friendly tone like all the money
aside, and if you don't like the idea, then other factors may have worked. We put them in pleasant mode and separate the price from the overall benefit. Pretty good Factor You don't have to be an expert. You're looking for a relative expert, for now. Just learning a bit on the subject can have a huge impact on your results,
so it doesn't have to be perfect! You can always improve to pick yourself up in expert status, but pretty good, well, pretty good. Thanks Wolfie! anything else? I think that's enough. He's certainly not a guy of any taste... but then again most of this series is not (or anywhere else, for that matter). Your background and style
can stagger you... But hey, I might still like it. I already knew a lot of the info in the book watching some of his lectures, but it's good to have the reference material on hand as well. This is a different approach to the entire sales arena, and there are elements that can be applied to all of our lives. Especially the bits I
bolded in the certainty section. He also talks a lot about tonality - super important, especially on the phone, where it can not be physically visible; body language - we all know that non-verbal communication makes up most personal interactions; and state management – reaching and keeping yourself in peak condition at
the right time, which obviously gives you the best chance of success and enjoyment. It also discusses the action/pain threshold, whether the obstacle is stopping or allowing the decisive action to take place. As early as the beginning, he is very much anti-Bitcoin and related to cryptocurrency. To say it's a bubble and it's
going to explode. He didn't hold back those views and seemed to be covering many interviews and rants on the subject. At the time of writing, Crypto took a dip ... But it's the nature of the beast... Wait, i'm sorry. see JB! Although he says he believes in blockchain technology. So, what do you think of all this? In particular;
Jordan Belfort, the book and views crypto? And every other great book to recs?~ AdamCreative Director &amp; Copywriter @FortressFree.comTwitter | Facebook | Instagram| LinkedIn | Steem Steem
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